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Have you ever wondered about the safety or dangers of: Cell Phones Smartphone Addiction
Cell Tower Radiation WiFi, Bluetooth High-Voltage Power Lines Smart Products 5G Portable
Networks Baby Monitors Cordless Telephone Bases Microwave Oven Radiation     Most
importantly, this publication provides solutions. . Merely to name some of the topics in
“EXPOSED: The Electronic Sickening of America and How to Protect Yourself.”   There’s a
hidden risk pulsating in the airways and buzzing behind the wall space of an incredible
number of American homes, schools, and businesses. Read it. Share it. I felt that way as well—t
know what to do. They are discouraged and overwhelmed by the scattered and conflicting
information that’ And the study continues to grow. And they fear that they can have to quit
their digital necessities.   Few people want to address this subject because they don’back tale”
First, some background: A disturbing correlation provides been uncovered between electro-
pollution and a host of illnesses and disorders. Included in these are cancer, neurological
diseases, respiratory diseases, behavioral disorders, chronic fatigue, ADHD, insomnia,
depression, head aches, muscle/joint pain, chronic inflammation, and much more.   You can
find good, better, and greatest methods to use technology to be able to minimize your
exposure to harmful radiation.BioInitiative 2012,” collates analysis from all over the world on
the bioeffects and health hazards of electromagnetic areas and electromagnetic radition: from
wires and wireless technologies. It represents more than 3,800 scientific, peerexamined
studies by PhDs and MDs in the potential health effects of prolonged contact with
electromagnetic radiation.s out presently there. .s why We wrote this reserve. And, like
tobacco, it can kill you. The widespread rollout of 5G will only exacerbate the problem. We
don’t really know how this is most going to turn out. We all have been “guinea pigs” Perform it.
The telecommunications sector doesn’t have to win the scientific argument about safety; it
only must keep the argument going. We have to research the research and follow the dollars.
Most people don’t have enough time to carry out that. and information so you can discern the
facts from fiction regarding the safety of cellular technology and dirty electric power.
Electromagnetic radiation may be the tobacco of the Digital Age. To place you at relieve, I
want to say that I am not really anti-technology. It has many practical solutions that can be
accomplished by just about anyone in one minute, and frequently without cost.     This
publication is about how exactly to use your gadgets more safely. It is about how to guard
yourself and the people you love against the unintended effects of the digital age.   This
reserve has been written to be available to the individual who has little or no technical
background in electronics or physics. I take advantage of it every day. I have a smartphone
and computer, and make use of social media. EXPOSED gives you the “until I learned that the
fantastic news is that you CAN manage your contact with harmful electromagnetic radiation
and learn to use your electronic devices more safely. That’ . The statement “   Our families, co-
workers, even our house animals, are exposed to electromagnetic radiation (EMR) almost
continually, 24/7. in an enormous, highly lucrative, disorganized experiment.  
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Don’t Say You Weren’t Warned Are cell phones and additional radio-frequency (RF)
technologies and products (WiFi, Bluetooth, “sensible” devices) the tobacco of the digital
age?.The book is filled up with practical and easily doable tips about being safe with the
technology that people all attended to use and depend on every day.. They offer practical
solutions for safeguarding yourself, all your family members, and, especially, the most
vulnerable—your kids.The authors aren't lone wolves in this—they cite hundreds of references
that point to studies and court cases that back again them up, and also countries around the
world that are taking action to safeguard unsuspecting consumers from themselves and,
perhaps, a looming epidemic of health problems directly attributable to exposure to RF,
electromagnetic fields (EMR) and electromagnetic radiation (EMR).As they point out (and,
again, much like tobacco), the harmful effects of exposure to electromagnetic radiation aren't
immediately apparent; however, the consequences are cumulative and compound as time
passes. How much time?. I know this is a resource I'll make reference to often. Scoff, if you will,
but don’t state you weren’t warned. This book is most likely probably the most important
health books of our time. You can find things in this reserve that I experienced no proven fact
that were occurring but makes sense.. I said "health." For so a long time, (decades), I have
already been hearing about the hazards of cell phone make use of but, I type of wrote it off as
a required evil. Understanding what can cause ES is just the beginning. It today provides my
full interest but honestly, until now, I felt baffled for what to do. This book is packed with good
information, practical application and is written in a way that is definitely engaging and
readable. He does a wonderful job explaining points at a rate that is definitely understandable.
If you are searching for research and details, I don't think I have ever examine such a intensely
referenced book! For me, this is a life or death concern and we have been getting nearer to a
tipping point. I believe EVERYONE should examine this publication. Heads up to my children
users... Of particular importance is the cellular phone and related technology which is
important in nearly all areas of our lives today. If you take away just a fraction of the advice
given in this publication, you are helping to lessen your radiation exposure. The book is filled
up with practical and easily doable tips about being safe with the technology that . No-one
know for certain, but some researchers suggest that within 10-15 years we will begin feeling
the impact of harmful ramifications of daily exposure to EMR. Very eyes opening! I have read a
number of books on the subject of EMF's through the years because my wife has ES
(Electrical Sensitivity) and also heart problems due to EMF's and we have been finding out that
a lot of of her other health issues for days gone by 2 decades could be correlated with EMF's
of varied forms. Fast forward for this, I see more and more friends and family dying from
malignancy at younger and young ages and I recognize it isn't just cell phones, it is the
supercharged, ultra-convenient globe in which we live that's hazardous. The most important
part is mitigating the causes to allow your body to begin with to heal. This reserve has helped
greatly to begin with that journey. She is already experiencing improvements in a few
issues.Among the easiest reads about EMF's. I've recommended this publication to my
friends.In EXPOSED, Bill and Lois Cadwallader have organized a brief history of lax oversight
by authorities agencies and argue that history is repeating itself when it comes to the safety of
cell phones and related devices, saying — nay, shouting — that consumers have to educate
themselves and take preventive action. Eye opening This book is very easy to understand. I
came across the charts and lists specifically helpful.I would highly recommend this book as a
gift for anyone who is exposed to WiFi, includes a Smartphone addiction, lives or functions
close to a cell tower, wears a Bluetooth gadget, lives or works near High-Voltage power lines,



uses any Smart Devices, uses a wireless baby monitor in the home, uses cordless cell phones,
or runs on the microwave oven. Us . What an important publication for our time! I came across
this book to be clearly written and an easy task to follow I found this book to be clearly written
and an easy task to follow!Many thanks Mr. Cadwallader for writing this book. You will help
many people with these details. I like the fact that this reserve provides easy solutions that
..The Cadwalladers do not say you must give up your precious and convenient smartphones,
tablets, and the onslaught of “smart” appliances coming with the rollout of 5G
telecommunications systems. I like the fact that this publication provides easy solutions which
are doable. I could see myself taking a number of the actions the author suggests. Scary
subject, friendly author This subject frightens me so much that I've simply avoided
researching it. But Bill Cadwallader writes in an agreeable and knowledgeable way, and he
provides us practical ideas of how to cope with the issue of electromagnetic radiation. Which
will only get worse with the rollout of 5G and nearly ubiquitous contact with radio waves and
EMR, whether you use the devices or not really. Very interesting. Unseen yet deadly. And
today, Bill Cadwallader's book, EXPOSED, explores the unseen hazards of Electromagnetic
Radiation discovered everywhere in our homes and workplace. this book is currently on your
Christmas present list. Mr. Cadwallader paperwork numerous case studies and research which
links EMR to malignancy and other illnesses.. The last part of the publication provides easy
and reasonable ways the we are able to reduce our health risks. May cause me to think about
using 5G later on. Now may manage my technology use Great book. Take note! The author is
good with illustrations and stories that make for easy reading...! Big words, readable. This Book
is very easy to read. Unseen Dangerous Electomagnetic Radiation Rachel Carson's SILENT
Springtime warned us of the harm insecticides, particularly DDT, were doing to millions of
seabirds and mammals and led to worldwide adjustments in how we dealt with our
ecosystems. Yes. It has opened my eyes to the dangers which are all atound us. I really like
the easy solutions. This publication is probably likely to help many people understand the
main topics Electromagnetic Radiation Areas in a way that most people can understand and
relate to. I would recommend this reserve to everyone who includes a cellular phone and lives
with electric devices! Really allows you to see the effects technology might have on you.
EXPOSED is an easy read, well researched and referenced. Most of us have this inside our
lives but no can figure out how to manage it the best we can. A very good book. A very timely
topic for our current occasions and environment . Many helpful solutions were offered.. It has a
lot of great suggestions and easy ways to change factors you didn't even understand were
influencing you.it is up to the consumer to decide how exactly to introduce these solutions to
their daily lives. Should you have under no circumstances regarded as how our current
implements could have an effect on your wellbeing and well-being , this book is a must that
you can read! Us has made several adjustments for the health and protection of our home-
based on the recommendations in Exposed. Which essentially covers almost everyone in
america and around the world. He also explores the government and sector collusion to
keeps medical facts from the public and supports all of his function with hundreds of
references. Sadly, as with tobacco products and a number of other toxins — not to mention
climate change — we might only acknowledge the truth after a large number of unsuspecting
customers die or suffer catastrophic illnesses because they accepted market propaganda and
authorities/political complacency (or complicity) as a means of rationalizing dangerous
behavior.The info in this book is highly researched and incredibly well explained so the person
with average skills can understand it. What an important publication for our time! The authors



are experts within their field and have clearly carried out their research.
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